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Corsets Box Set History Notes Book 22 2021-06-17 this box set combines corset
books 14 21 to give a complete picture of the progression of corset styles from 1700
through to the 1900s including jane austen s lifetime these books show how body
wraps stays and corsets were worn through the centuries to create a variety of
fashionable silhouettes through various historical eras corsets flattened breasts and
accentuated rounded hips or pushed up breasts and showed off the bust line
depending on the fashions of the time and the desired silhouette box set combining
corset books 14 21 to give a complete picture of the progression of corset styles from
1700 through to the 1900s including jane austen s lifetime
Corsets and Crinolines 2017-08-03 in this classic book norah waugh explores the
changing shapes of women s dress from the 1500s to the 1920s simple laced bodices
became corsets of cane whalebone and steel while padding at shoulders and hips gave
way to the structures of farthingales hoops and bustles corsets and crinolines explains
the cyclical nature of these fashions and how waists and skirts changed shape and size
through three distinct eras the 1500s to 1670 farthingales and whaleboned bodies
1670 to 1800 stays and hooped petticoats 1800 to 1925 corsets crinolines and bustles
each section describes how these garments originated how they became popular and
how they emerged as central to the fashions of the time extracts from diaries journals
poems and newspapers as well as over 100 illustrations demonstrate the variety of
these ubiquitous items of clothing throughout modern history corsets and crinolines
also contains a wealth of practical notes and resources for today s costume makers
and designers including scaleable patterns for the construction of 25 different bustles
crinolines corsets corselets stays pocket hoops hooped petticoats and bodices detailed
appendices on the manufacture of corsets and crinolines including farthingales
supports and hooped petticoats a list of further reading including costume histories
textile and weaving histories reconstruction of period clothing contemporary
application of foundational garments and a list of museums and institutions with
period clothing collections for first hand study a glossary of terms and materials
The Corset 2001-01-01 korsettets kulturhistorie fra renæssancen til det 20 århundrede
Bound & Determined 2013-04-09 this revealing history of corsetry ranges from the
19th through the mid 20th centuries to show how simple laced bodices developed into
corsets of cane whalebone and steel lavish illustrations include line drawings and
photographs
Bound to Please 2001-10 corsets and the corseted body have been fetishized
mythologized romanticized this victorian icon has inspired more passionate debate
than any other article of clothing as a means of body modification perhaps only foot
binding and female genital mutilation have aroused more controversy summers
provocative book dismantles many of the commonly held misconceptions about the
corset in examining the role of corsetry in the minds and lives of victorian women it
focuses on how corsetry punished regulated and sculpted the female form from
childhood and adolescence through to pregnancy and even old age the author reveals
how the steels and bones which damaged bodies and undermined mental health were
a crucial element in constructing middle class women as psychologically submissive
subjects underlying this compelling discussion are issues surrounding the development
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and expression of juvenile and adult sexuality while maintaining that the corset was
the perfect vehicle through which to police femininity the author unpacks the myriad
ways in which women consciously resisted its restrictions and reveals the hidden
macabre romance of this potent victorian symbol
Corsets Overview History Notes Nonfiction Book 14 2021-06-17 this book shows how
body wraps stays and corsets were worn to create a variety of fashionable silhouettes
through past centuries corsets flattened breasts and accentuated rounded hips or
pushed up breasts and showed off the bust line depending on the fashions of the time
and the desired silhouette includes corsets through the georgian regency victorian and
edwardian eras and jane austen s lifetime overview of corsets through history
including the georgian regency victorian and edwardian eras and jane austen s lifetime
Support and Seduction 2001-03 thoughout the ages women s breasts have been
subjected to the endless whims of fashion from the ancient greeks to mae west and
madonna this light hearted book charts the changing shapes of female beauty the
elegant and amusing images including fashion drawings paintings photographs and
film stills illustrate the often surprising history of the garments women have worn for
support and seduction
The Corset Diaries 2004-05-04 reality tv has never been more entertaining than here
as the wickedly funny macalister has her heroine record her hilarious experiences with
a quirky cast of characters and her passionate encounters with max in a laughter laced
diary that is a saucy sexy delight booklist no woman in her right mind would consent
to wearing a corset for a month especially a skinny challenged woman like tessa but
dreams of being debt free dance in her head when she gets an offer to appear in a
reality tv show a month in the life of a victorian duke is about real people pretending
to live on an english estate circa 1879 and tessa s leading man a real life duke is so
handsome she can barely breathe with or without the corset
The Basics of Corset Building 2014-04-08 think of a corset as a blank canvas linda
sparks the basics of corset building a handbook for beginners is a comprehensive
guide to building your first corset including section one tools and materials for corset
building discusses the tools you ll need plus types of steel plastic and textiles section
two building a corset everything you need to know about working with bones and
busks setting grommets and eyelets and creating a beautifully finished corset section
three construction techniques covers all the steps including making a modesty panel
making a mock up and building single layer double layer and fashion fabric corsets
section four alterations and fit discusses commercial corset patterns as well as how to
fit and style a corset for exactly the look you want
Corsets 1830-1850 History Notes Book 18 2021-06-17 this book shows how corsets
changed to both provide support and also fit well under clothing to give a fashionable
silhouette corsets started being a fashion item rather than simply underclothing to be
hidden romantic era women s fashionable corsets corsets worn from 1830 1850 or the
romantic era of fashion corsets started being a fashion item rather than simply
underclothing to be hidden romantic era women s fashionable corsets
Victorian Secrets 2015-04-07 on sarah a chrisman s twenty ninth birthday her husband
gabriel presented her with a corset the material and the design were breathtakingly
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beautiful but her mind immediately filled with unwelcome views although she had
been in love with the victorian era all her life she had specifically asked her husband
not to buy her a corset ever she d heard how corsets affected the female body and
what they represented and she wanted none of it however chrisman agreed to try on
the garment and found it surprisingly enjoyable the corset she realized was a tool of
empowerment not oppression after a year of wearing a corset on a daily basis her
waist had gone from thirty two inches to twenty two inches she was experiencing
fewer migraines and her posture improved she had successfully transformed her body
her dress and her lifestyle into that of a victorian woman and everyone was asking
about it in victorian secrets chrisman explains how a garment from the past led to a
change in not only the way she viewed herself but also the ways she understood the
major differences between the cultures of twenty first century and nineteenth century
america the desire to delve further into the victorian lifestyle provided chrisman with
new insight into issues of body image and how women past and present have seen
and continue to see themselves
Corsets 1850-1880 History Notes Book 19 2021-06-17 towards the end of the 1800s
corsets changed to give a fashionable silhouette and be a decorative fashion item tight
lacing helped give a narrow waist and a feminine form under clothing while decorative
corsets became desirable fashion items victorian corsets for small waists and
fashionable silhouettes corsets during the victorian era or late 1800s tightened to give
tiny waists and fashionable silhouettes
Corsets 1900s History Notes Book 21 2021-06-17 this book looks at corsets during the
early 1900s when a fashionable silhouette became of paramount importance and a
well fitted corset a fashion essential during the edwardian era corsets were both
decorative fashion items and essential body support looking at corsets in the early
1900s or edwardian era when corsets were both decorative fashion items and
essential body support
The Corset and Underwear Review 1962 this is an invaluable treatise on corsets and
crinoline popular mainly in the 1800s the corset is a woman s tightly fitting
undergarment worn to shape the figure and the crinoline is a stiff petticoat used to
hold out a woman s skirt this work presents the history of these pieces of clothing their
construction use and their impact on shaping the body in addition the writer aimed to
provide the readers with all the essential information about the harm corsets can
cause to women s bodies as they mold their waist and restrict their moment for as
long as they re wearing them this work talks about how one can acquire the desirable
without causing any injury to the health
The Corset and the Crinoline 2022-06-02 over the centuries the corset has been a
vital garment designed to support and shape the fashions of the day and has
progressed from being an undergarment to bold outerwear this practical book explains
the full process of making a corset with clear instruction and supporting photographs
packed with information it explores methods of creating modern corsets whilst
acknowledging the pioneering techniques of the past whatever your reason for
creating a corset be it for theatre re enactment or personal wear this book is an
invaluable guide to making a well constructed figure flattering garment includes a list
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of helpful tools equipment and materials step by step illustrated instructions showing
how to self draft or personalize a commercially purchased corset pattern techniques
showing how to correct an array of fitting issues to produce a well shaped corset a
selection of corset making methods illustrated with photographs and finally
imaginative approaches to decorating and personalizing corsets there are three main
projects showing the development of the patterns and construction techniques to
create gorgeous corsets
Making Corsets 2021-03-22 laura is a masterful writer her deliciously gothic stories so
skilfully woven that you can t get them out of your head even if you wanted to stacey
halls author of the familiars the corset is a contender for my book of the year
beautifully written intricately plotted a masterpiece sarah hilary is prisoner ruth
butterham mad or a murderer victim or villain dorothea truelove is young wealthy and
beautiful ruth butterham is young poor and awaiting trial for murder when dorothea s
charitable work leads her to oakgate prison she finds herself drawn to ruth a teenage
seamstress and self confessed murderess who nurses a dark and uncanny secret a
secret that is leading her straight to the gallows as ruth reveals her disturbing past to
dorothea the fates of these two women entwine and with every revelation a new layer
of doubt is cast can ruth be trusted is she mad or a murderer laura purcell s spine
chilling new novel the whispering muse is out now
The Corset 2018-09-20 profusely illustrated fashion history examines how the use of
wood whalebone steel hoops and tight laces had a gripping influence on shaping the
figures of women from ancient greece to 19th century vienna
Bound to please 2001 this book shows how corsets changed to fit well under clothing
give maximum support and comfort corsets pushed up breasts and showed off the
bust line beneath a square cut and low cut neckline as in the early 1800s or regency
years jane austen and her female and friends wore these corsets corsets or stays worn
during the early 1800s or jane austen s lifetime
The History of Corsets in Pictures 1951 features hundreds of corset illustrations 19th
20th century corset ads corset catalogs department store corset ads corset prices
unusual corsets and historical notes
The Corset and the Crinoline 2012-03-13 sensuous glamorous flattering alluring a
gorgeously presented book that explores corsets past and present
Corsets 1810-1830 History Notes Book 17 2021-06-17 ambrose has extensive
experience designing and cutting costumes she has discovered some time saying and
simple methods for building hats and period clothing and is sharing her knowledge in
this charming minibook series each book is extensively illustrated and is 4 x 6 paper
saddle stitched with a four color cover
Corsets 1993 this book shows how supporting underclothing moved away from
stomachers and tightly laced stays worn during the 1700s and transitioned into
corsets that were less formed and far more comfortable wearing the correct
underclothing was essential for keeping garments in place and giving the best fashion
display corsets worn during jane austen s lifetime corsets or stays transitioning from
1700s into 1800s and worn during jane austen s lifetime
Corsets 2010-01-01 stays and corsets historical patterns translated for the modern
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body goes a step beyond traditional historical costuming texts by not only providing
you with historical pattern diagrams and information but by showing you how to adapt
these patterns to the contemporary body shape using her original pattern drafting
system author mandy barrington will show you how to draft a historical pattern for a
modern body shape while still retaining an accurate historical silhouette each pattern
has been generated from an original stay corset or pattern taken from a historical
garment the instructions to follow these new patterns are designed to accommodate
any size of female figure allowing you to avoid extremely difficult time consuming and
inaccurate historical pattern re sizing requiring only basic prior knowledge of pattern
drafting all calculations have been worked out for the costume maker and are provided
in simple tables accompanied by easy to read step by step diagrams that clearly show
how the historical pattern is plotted onto the female basic block coupled with
photographs of the constructed stays and corsets
The Little Corset Book 1997 progressing through almost two centuries of corset
making this collection showcases a range of period pieces from the 1750 whale boned
corsets through the invention of the sewing machine and mass produced corsets of the
1850s to the makeshift corsets of world war i reflecting the changing fashions and
attitudes of women throughout the centuries the collection includes corsets for
pregnancy riding corsets for sportswomen and hard wearing corsets for housemaids
there are even corsets for small children and their dolls each corset features an
annotated pattern a detailed drawing and close up photography so any historical detail
can be captured accurately by the maker each pattern is accompanied by a brief
overview that places the corset within its historical context and explains any features
or alterations that are necessary for making up the patterns a must have guide for
anyone with an interest in fashion history corsets historical patterns and techniques is
a treasure trove of information for fashion students costume makers for stage and
screen reenactors and historians alike book jacket
Corsets 1790-1810 History Notes Book 16 2021-06-17 this book traces the
development of the corset from ancient to modern times paying particular attention to
its popular resurgence as an outer garment from the late 20th century to the present
day the author velda lauder is one of the most celebrated corset designers of our
times here she combines extensive reference material alongside a personal journey
through the evolution of the corset velda s enthusiasm and fascination with her
subject make her ideally qualified to write about the corset from the viewpoint of an
industry insider who has devoted the last 15 years to celebrating the female form
through tailoring and corsetry techniques this is her journey in her own words
Stays and Corsets 2015-12-22 presenting the history of corsetry and body sculpture
this edition shows how the relationship between fashion and sex is closely bound up
with sexual self expression it demonstrates how the use of the corset rejected the role
of the passive maternal woman so that in victorian times it was seen as a scandalous
threat to the social order
Corsets 2008 excerpt from the corset and the crinoline a book of modes and costumes
from remote periods to the present time the subject which we have here treated is a
sort of figurative battle field where fierce contests have for ages been from time to
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time waged and notwithstanding the determined assaults of the attacking hosts the
contention and its cause remain pretty much as they were at the commencement of
the war we in the matter remain strictly neutral merely performing the part of the
public s own correspondent making it our duty to gather together such extracts from
despatches both ancient and modern as may prove interesting or important to take
note of the vicissitudes of war mark its various phases and in fine to do our best to lay
clearly before our readers the historical facts experiences and arguments relating to
the much discussed corset question as most of our readers are aware the leading
journals especially intended for the perusal of ladies have been for many years the
media for the exchange of a vast number of letters and papers touching the use of the
corset the questions relating to the history of this apparently indispensable article of
ladies attire its construction application and influence on the figure have become so
numerous of late that we have thought by embodying all that we can glean and garner
relating to corsets their wearers and the various costumes worn by ladies at different
periods arranging the subject matter in its due order as to dates and at the same time
availing ourselves of careful illustration when needed that an interesting volume would
result about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Corsets 2010-09-20 in this second volume of stays and corsets mandy barrington
continues to create historical patterns for a modern body shape this book contains all
new corset patterns with a range of silhouettes that span over 300 years from the late
16th century to the early 20th century the corset patterns are generated from an
original historical garment and have been designed for a wide range of female figures
and sizes the technique of flat pattern drafting your stays or corset will enable you to
change the shape of the wearer to create an authentic historic silhouette all
calculations have been worked out for the reader and are provided in easy to read
tables which avoids extremely difficult time consuming and inaccurate re sizing of
historical patterns some prior knowledge of pattern drafting is helpful however each
pattern has step by step instructions supported by clear diagrams that will take you
through each stage of the pattern drafting process the final result is an accurate
period stays or corset pattern for your model
Fashion and Fetishism 2006-08-24 an exploration of the corset as a motif for textile
artists with practical tips and examples used for the last 400 years to contort the
female body into a variety of fashionable silhouettes the corset has become a
fascinating and hugely popular motif for modern textile artists who wish to represent
the female body using the largely feminine traditions of textile and stitch beginning
with a step by step guide to constructing a simple fabric corset the book goes on to
explore more contemporary and experimental approaches to construction from using
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unusual materials such as lace metal paper and found fibres to up cycling or
repurposing existing garments to make a statement this practical guide is full of
exercises for creating intimate garments and wearable art in two and three dimensions
and is packed with inspiring work and installations by other contemporary artists
The Corset and the Crinoline 2015-06-02 20 historical corset patterns from 1900
1922
Stays and Corsets Volume 2 2018-08-14 this book shows how body wraps stomachers
and stays were worn during the 1700s they created a variety of fashionable
silhouettes to suit the elaborate fashions worn for court and daily life during the 18th
century wearing the correct underclothing was essential for keeping garments in place
and giving the best fashion display corsets stays body wraps and stomachers worn
during the 1700s or the georgian era
Experimental Corsets 2016-03-14 explores the history of corsets and other garments
that force the female body to conform to an ideal and analyzes their social sexual and
anthropological significance
Corsets and Crinolines 1954 the corset and the crinoline by william barry lord
Corset Cutting and Making 2018-01-05 the fictionalized account about the enthralling
life during wwii of the mother of daniel libeskind and his sister annette libeskind
berkovits
Corsets 1700-1790 History Notes Book 15 2021-06-17 a young victorian wife and
mother seeks freedom and self respect a would be gardener has fun and games trying
to outwit his animal adversaries a young girl s life seems to parody a variety of fairy
tales an elephant finally has the chance to choose her fate a young boy s miraculous
escape haunts his later life the increasingly bizarre history of a quick ticket to heaven
unfolds an elderly man tries to soften the harsh realities of death a group of diverse
characters in a newfoundland outport find themselves on a collision course an author
and her subject engage in a surreal struggle for dominance the flip of a coin keeps on
and on spinning tales these and other stories form an eclectic mix drawn together by
the concept of constraint physical psychological social or emotional the protagonists
range from young to old human animal and divine in settings from england to outport
newfoundland medieval europe a scottish isle and the african savanna some are
struggling to control themselves their circumstances or other characters while others
find themselves being manipulated with or without their knowledge each story reveals
the measure of success or failure achieved but for many death is the ultimate
controller
Fashion and Fetishism 1982
The Corset and the Crinoline 2016-10-14
The Corset Maker 2022-03-08
Freaks of Fashion 1993
The Corset 2019-03-18
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